
	
	
		
			
			                  






Please note: We do not accept donations on any personal number apart from 9069608049, if you
receive any such request, please make a contribution only through our
official website..
Www.jansanjeevnitrust.org

Disclaimer- we never share any personal details of our supporter to any other trust. If someone claims that Jan Sanjeevni Trust shared 
  your number with us please kindly report us so that we will take a legal action against that organisation.
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                  We are donating all over the world by our volunteer

                  It is a long established fact that a reader will be page distracted by the readable content of a pain

                  
                    Get Start A Fundraising
                    Donate Now
                  

                

              

            

          

        

        
				
					
						
							
								We help all of the people in need around the world

								It is a long established fact that a reader will be page distracted by the readable content of a pain

								 Get Start A Fundraising Donate Now 

							

						

					

				

			

        
          
            
              
                
                  Our volunteer always help to needed people

                  It is a long established fact that a reader will be page distracted by the readable content of a pain

                  
                    Get Start A Fundraising
                    Donate Now
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                About Us
                We're for social causes

              

              We exist for non-profits, social enterprises, community groups, activists,lorem politicians and individual citizens that are making.
              Jan Sanjeevni Trust has been helping children from urban slums and other vulnerable communities to move on in life with the means of providing education and healthcare facilities. Jan Sanjeevni Trust believes in providing all the resources to a child to support & direct their childhood in a leading way. Jan Sanjeevni Trust program is based on the belief “TO PROVIDE EVERY CHILD A TOOL TO WRITE HIS OWN DESTINY”

               Jan Sanjeevni Trust has been established as a Organisation, backed by a dedicated team..
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          Causes To Care
          Be the Reason Of Someone Smiles

          We exist for non-profits, social enterprises, community groups, activists,lorem politicians and individual citizens that are making.

        

          
              
                        
                
            
                  
                     Need help for treatment 
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												Goal: Rs. 1,200,000.00
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                     Need help for treatment 
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	Donated by: 
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                     Need help for treatment 
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          Read Something
          About Program

        

        
          
            
              
               Happy Ageing 

              Inspired by Our Prime Minister Narendra Damodardas Modi, a group of young professionals has set up Jan Sanjeevni Trust in order to bring an effective positive change in the lives of underprivileged people.

            

          

          
            
              
              COVID-19 Relief-Camps 

              Thousands of people are in COVID-19 relief camps. These include the homeless, daily wage workers trangcut cibaila, and stranded migrant laborers. At the same time, several restaurants also run the risk of shutting down

            

          

          
            
              
               Family Support 

               Jan Sanjeevni trust encourages family values starting from “Save a Girl child and educate her”. Women empowerment is also a prime focus during the counselling that is done during visits made to the … 

            

          

          
            
              
              Community Development 

              Community development is a process whereby community members come together to take collective action and generate solutions to common problems. It adopts a grassroots or a bottom-up approach to …

            

          

          
            
              
              Health Check-Up Program 

              Health is wealth, but many of the low income and poor households of India lack access to even basic healthcare. Save The Humanity is here to help those who lack hope. We offer our funds to the poorest of the poor,

            

          

          
            
              
               Library & Reading Projects 

              Inspired by Our Prime Minister Narendra Damodardas Modi, a group of young professionals has set up Jan Sanjeevni Trust in order to bring an effective positive change in the lives of underprivileged people.
            


          

        

      

    


    
    
    
      
    
    
    
      
        
          Your donation will further our vision of ensuring a happy and healthy life of someone. Donate to make a change.
          CURRENT PROJECTS
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                  	Raised: Rs. 78,000.00
	Goal: Rs. 1,000,000.00


                  

                  	 Annually
	 18 Donors
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	  Donate Now
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                  	Raised: Rs. 132,000.00
	Goal: Rs. 500,000.00


                  

                  	 Annually
	 38 Donors
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	  Donate Now
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                  	Raised: Rs. 364,675.00
	Goal: Rs. 1,000,000.00


                  

                  	 Annually
	 80 Donors
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	  Donate Now
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                     Rahul 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Many thanks from the heart for all your hard work, love, dedication, patience to the children, and for keeping personal belongings in order (toys, clothes), helping with potty training, caring when...
																			
														Read More 
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                     Sanskar  

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Just keep helping the needy ones the way you do
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                     Harshit 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     A great initiative by these guys
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                     Gurupriyan Rangan 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     The organisation is genuine with the information and is really putting a great effort in supporting the patients who are in need of monetary support and other needs.
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                     Akshay 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     It's truly commendable when someone devotes their time and effort to positively impact a child's life. Your dedication makes a significant difference in shaping a brighter future for the...
																			
														Read More 
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                     Shriti sinha 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     You guys are doing a good job, very kind . I understand it gets tough but sometimes when someone says no please accept as they may be going through something too.
Rest all good
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                     T.Pradeep Mathur 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     My experience with your organisation is that whenever I donate, I feel that I am doing something within my capacity for less fortunate people especially in terms of medical treatment as per her we...
																			
														Read More 
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                     Amita and dev 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Your strong commitment & empathy towards the needy are worth remarkable. You are bringing smiles to all those suffering parents and kids with the best possible treatment.
Huge admiration for...
																			
														Read More 
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                     Sathyanarayanan 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Your organisation is one of the finest in helping the kids in need and people working here are so sweet and co-operative
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                     Mukesh 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     It's good work you people are doing. It's a nice initiative towards one health where u people save one's life.
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                     Sampath 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Just a small donation can bring smiles to a lot of families.   Please donate and save lives.
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                     Ekta Vaishnav 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     You are doing one of the best works of helping and saving the kids... Hope you are blessed with a lot of happiness and good health. 
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                     Yogender Singh 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     बीमारी किसी को भी हो सकती है और किसी भी उम्र में हो सकती है
हमारे जैसे...
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                     Prashant verma 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     
Feedback: You guys are doing a good job. Having patience with proper communication is the key to having people volunteer for help and you guys have it. Keep up the good work! 
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                     Aashna 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     You guys are doing an amazing job.. very few in the world comes forward for helping those who is in need.
Change cannot be brought by just one person, but certainly,together we can contribute for a...
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                     Pooja Patel 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Dear Jan Sanjivani Trust,

I wanted to take a moment to express my immense gratitude for the incredible work you do in supporting patients and their families. Your dedication to fundraising for...
																			
														Read More 
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                     Rai Shivam 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     You people are doing very good job and with no perforated donation amount people like us who are at not so good level can also donate and can do good for society and people in need.
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                     Ghati joshi 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     You are doing great job.. keep it up..!! This deed require guts..
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                     Rudraksh Sharma 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     I feel that this organisation is really working a lot for such needy persons, and I would really like to appreciate them a lot. I also like to help such peoples.
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                     Nishtha singh 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     I came to know about Jan Sanjeevni Trust 3 years ago. Since then, I have been making donations through it which are reaching appropriate beneficiaries. You provide me constant updates about the...
																			
														Read More 
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                     Akshita 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     I am glad to be able to help as much as I can and kudos to Jansanjeevni Trust for making our small efforts count and actually be of help to those in need!
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                     Rashi Mayur Soneta 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     I am writing to express my heartfelt appreciation and gratitude for the remarkable work Jan Sanjeevani Trust has been doing in our community. Your organization's dedication, professionalism, and...
																			
														Read More 
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                     Vaibhavi gupta 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Being part of this organisation is my honour. In this era you all are doing such a beautiful and excellent job with my due respect I appreciate all for your work and to channeling all the good people...
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                     PRIYANKA MANGROLA 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Sanjivini trust is a valuable trust who helps kids to live a normal life they are giving them chance to fulfill their dream
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                     Aditya Naidu 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Your organization is one of the best and it is helping people who are in need. Happy to be a part of this organization.
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                     KANIKA 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Jansanjeevani trust is doing a really great cause. I have helped them quite a few times now and there is a proper transparency in patients situations.

Keep up the good work, I have done my part....
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                     Pardeep mathur 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Only feedback is that you should continue to do this good work and people will definitely help you
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                      Nuli Muni Kiran 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Keep doing the good work to make the world a better place
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                     Anil Kumar 

                     Doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Giving a small contribution may not be great but you guys are really great  for helping the people by contacting many people.. Hats off to you...
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                     Jayakrishna  

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     "small help for a big smile"
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                     Uma 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     I appreciate your efforts and support to those who are not capable to take care of their treatment. i believe that humanity is still exist in our society. pls support to Jansanjeevni trust. thanks
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                     Sameer Multani 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Keep doing good work.. keep helping humankind...Allah is with you...
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                     Riddhi Udhwani (Astrologer) 
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                     I have been associated with Jan Sanjeevani Trust through Anuj . I am really glad to see this trust working dedicatedly towards all medical requirements for cancer patients . I lost my Mother in...
																			
														Read More 
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                     Tarun Kumar Singh 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     I’m fortunate to have been part of Jan Sanjeevni and really happy to see outstanding work done by you all.
I really appreciate your efforts and initiative to save lives and keep the humanity...
																			
														Read More 
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                     Chandra Sekhar 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Always happy with the selfless service you provide to the people. Hope this continues forever..!!
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                     Mradul mittal 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Keep up the good work
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                     Apoorva Singh 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     I am delighted to provide this feedback for the fantastic work done by your NGO in the field of cancer aid and health. Your organization has been instrumental in providing much-needed assistance and...
																			
														Read More 
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                     kapil upadhyay 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Feedback is :  you guys are doing great job god bless you and your entire team
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                     Manish Eega. 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     I'm so happy that your organization is helping people who are in need and are facing critical health issues. It takes courage and will to dedicate yourself to the cause. Hope your organization...
																			
														Read More 
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                     chandan singh 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     You are doing awesome social work. Saving life is just like god's hand work. You all are a real life heroes and vol raghav is a very sweet and kind hearted person   
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                      Dr. Jinal Parikh 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     I am highly delighted to share my views for Jan Sanjeevni Trust.They are dealing with numerous patients who are not able to pay their cost of their medical treatment.They are doing a great job by...
																			
														Read More 
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                     Sonal 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     You guys are doing amazing work... I'm so impressed with the calls and the way you all explained... The call and follow ups... The way of talking, especially Raghav, he is just like my younger...
																			
														Read More 
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                     Shrija R 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     I really liked working with Anuj and team. I think Anuj is doing a great job and I would like this organisation to grow and help more people. 
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                     Dr Raja Rahul 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     I did my best in helping a girl child. Like wise i request you to sponsor little from ur side. Save children
Thank you jaansanjeevini trust 
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                     Pitani Durga Sailaja , Gopichand Illa 
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                     Best trust to save the lives at right time with good nature.Appreciated your efforts regarding help and support for poor people and orphanages
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                     Ankit paliwal 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Jan Sanjeevni are doing a great job by providing a helping hand to the people I am very happy to to Bea part of this Keep up the good work.
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                     Swati maurya 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Continue doing this great work.I wish  all the best to all the members of this trust .God bless u all
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                     Shifa fatima 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     I am very happy with your work, you are doing the work of raising a child.May Allah give you a lot of progress and you people keep doing such work and make the country proud.thanks
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                     Anil kumar 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     You guys are doing the great job. We might have contribute what we can but you guys are working hard to make sure to help the needy.
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                     Ravulakolla Prashanth Kumar 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Jansanjeevani trust is doing a great work by providing medical aid for children who require urgent support.Hope the children are saved from all these trauma and lead a happy life in future.
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                     Kiran Raghani 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     You guys did a really great job .. god bless u all ..
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                     Poonam salet 
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                     Jansanjeevni Trust has been doing an incredible job with children in need. It feels great to support such an amazing organisation. In such a cruel world it is rare to find trusts who actually...
																			
														Read More 
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                     Pragya 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     I appreciate your work. What u guys doing for poor people, who can't afford treatment of their children. Although I didn't pay much for that but I pray all the patients...
																			
														Read More 
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                     Sai Prakash Reddy 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     I feel proud to be associated with such an NGO. These are honest people who are putting their efforts towards bringing positive changes in the Society.
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                     Deepa 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     I know it's not easy to help other but jansanjeevni trust doing it very well. Appreciating the hard work of anuj.
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                     Pratyaksh 
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                     Keep up the good work
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                     Harsh (Corporate Lawyer and Stock Investor) 
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                     Your name itself defines you as "Sanjeevni " , the helping hand when someone is in distress. Keep flourishing and keep on helping those in need
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                     Priyanka 

                     doner 
                  

                

                
                  
                    	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      
	
                        
                      


                     Thanks for giving me such opportunity to be a part of ur institution...
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                     Yogesh bhushan 
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                     Jan Sanjeevani Trust is best amongst the NGO I ever know,  The dedication of the team is tremendously perfect.
Yogesh
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                     Sandhya Chaudhary 
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                     “We can’t help everyone but everyone can help SOMEONE” I feel honoured to be part of such a noble cause. There can be no feeling better than seeing treated children’s special...
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                     Dipak Kumar 
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                     "This is to endorse  that Jan Sanjeevani Trust is doing great work helping poor patients by providing financial support. I wish them a great success in future endevour"
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                     Palem Srinivasulu 
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                     I am very thankful to jansanjeevnitrust that i am able to contribute something to the children who are in need
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                     Something I really appreciate about you and your work with  this organization
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                     Kajol 
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                     Experiencing pain emotionally is something we don’t like to talk about…but sometimes it is truly the only path to healing. The social workers are the people or organizations who grab our...
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                     They are doing the work of God by helping those who cannot help themselves by connecting those who want to help .
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                     Manoj Sahu 
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                     Happy that you guys are doing great cause
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                     Divya Pandey 
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                     You people are doing good work ,all the best ,serve the best you can take cr
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                     Manya tiwari 
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                     Thank you for the good work you are doing and this vision to a better world for everyone.
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                     Nilesh 
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                     Good job for needed people..........
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                     Avichal chandra 
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                     It is always pleasure working with you. Keep spreading happiness. Always be that.
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                     Ridhi Mahto 
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                     One day I was sitting in leisure, when my phone rang. Some girl in front said ma'am, I am speaking from Jansanjivani Trust. I am a college student and associated with this trust which helps the...
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                     Ajay Bajpai 
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                     Good, your organization do very noble work 👍
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                     Jay Kumar patel 
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                     Jansanjeevni is doing an excellent work towards the needy. The volunteers are much supportive to assist. We need much more people like vishal to help for other who are underprivileged.. good work...
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                     Samba uday 
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                     I am glad that I am in a position where I can help someone who need me. Please come forward and be a helping hand. 
Thanks.
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                     Nishith panchal 
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                     “I am very pleased to say that my experience of associating with Jansanjeevni trust has been excellent and I feel it is a privilege too.
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                     I really appreciate all the efforts and the trouble you and your team have been taking to help those in need. And I am glad I could contribute to it!
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                     Primarily a person looks at the following things, before donating.
1. Transparency of the page / website and Legitimacy of the NGO
2 Operational Ease of Donating, as well as subsequent needs like...
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                     sonal chaturvedi 
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                     You guys are doing amazing work... I'm so impressed with the calls and the way u all explain... The call and follow ups... The way of talking.... Keep it up ... U guys are bringing happiness in...
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                     I am pleased to help poor child's with your support. Your team is doing great job. Keep on encouraging society for more helping hands to genuine needy people.
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                     Sudipto mukherjee 
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                     Just that keep up the great work. This is God's work you are doing. Keep Serving humanity to the best of your capacity! Much love.
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                     Bhaskar 
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                     Helping people voluntarily is something God has given you an additional strength..!!
That should help in many lives getting benefited.

God bless you with eternal peace 
Good job and keep...
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                     Swathi kiran 
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                     Abhilash and Anuj both of them have done the excellent job. Their convincing skills are extraordinary. Follow up calls are very official. So much of dedication towards this social cause. Thanks to...
																			
														Read More 
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                     Vanita 
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                     Feeling good that i am also part of this initiative and i hope you people continue with this by helping many innocent lives…Great initiative and All the best Sneha...
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                     Ankit Singh 
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                     Jan sanjeevni trust working marvelous work for our society, those who are in need of medical urgency. I salute them.
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                     Kata Jayasurya 
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                     Even if you can not afford to meet the difficulties of others ..
 It is enough to have the mind to tell others courage ..
 You are God to those who are in trouble
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                     Sourabh Sharma 
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                     You are doing very good work  for poor and needy children who are affected from severe diseases. May God bless you.
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                     Bishwajeet Biswas 
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                     It is pleasure feeling when you support someone and come to know that he/she is happy or recovered from any kind of problems, and I also got opurtunity to support people through Nisha Sharma who is...
																			
														Read More 
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                     Vikram Senapati 
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                     I am really motivated to see so many people helping others. I feel really glad to be a small help to them. Im thankful to Nisha and other volunteers who made me a part of a very  good deed
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                     Satya Prakash 
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                     Jan Sanjeevani has been doing great work in the field of social service, they have been working very hard to help the needy and poor. Their volunteer Nisha work tirelessly to collect help from the...
																			
														Read More 
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                     Avinash 
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                     Go in with ur charity work help the needy god job sneha
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                     Manish patel 
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                     My feedback for jansanjeevni trust is

It's a very valuable and appreciatable initiative to save people and children. 
Every one should be a part of it
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                     Just keep up the good work 
And I wish good health and a speedy recovery for the child
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                     Raja shabbir 
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                     May God always be kind with those through your helping hands and glad to help them whenever we can as they have the right to see the world normally like everyone
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                     Aniket ajeet kulkarni 
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                     just keep on going you all guys are doing great work keep it up GBU stay safe help more and more beautiful souls.
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                     I really appreciate the organisation doing work for society. The tremendous work done by the volunteers and the team to support the people. Keep it up jansanjeevni. I am glad that my hard money goes...
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                     Ravish Jain 
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                     Jan sanjeevni members are very dedicated towards their goal to help each and every child. I am very grateful to be a part of this organisation.
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                     Prema Bharath 
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                     Jansanjeevni Trust is doing a noble service for the helpless people and in turn for the society without any expectation. You take so much efforts to meet your requirements for the needy people...
																			
														Read More 
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                     dr Anupama Vashist 
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                     Jan Sanjeevni Trust are doing great job….keep going
Our society needs good human beings like you 
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                     I was skeptical that if this organization is trustworthy but anuj has gained my trust by helping me with the status of each patient I donte to by later informing their wellbeing , I feel good after I...
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                     Saurabh Shah 
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                     As a noble residence of INDIA it is my duty to help who is in need either on medical ground or on education ground. I will help Jan Sanjeevni trust, whenever needed up to my strength. Also like to...
																			
														Read More 
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                     Kiran Kumar 
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                     Helping people is an attitude,,keep it up guys .GOD will definitely help u to create a path of any situation with a invisible power
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                     Tremendous efforts from the volunteers and organisation in helping the needy ! Great team work and collaborative approach in saving lives and mankind , feels blessed to help though them. Thanks and...
																			
														Read More 
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                     Naveenn Kumar 
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                     I feel pleased to help your team volunteers in your tender heart to help poor child’s
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                     Dear Sir/Madam,

I am happy to know Jan Sanjeevni Trust is doing great service to the vulnerable sections of our society namely children and aged people.My heartfelt thanks to Jan Sanjeevni Trust...
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                     Kavita Mahapatra 
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                     You guys are doing a great job, happy being a part of it.. It takes a great courage to help others in this busy life. We all actually just need more people like Anuj to raise voice against these kids...
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                     Ankit 
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                     Jan sanjeevni trust working marvelous work for our society, those who are in need of medical urgency. I salute them.
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                     I appreciate what this trust is doing. no matter how the situations are, no matter how the days are going, these people are coming forward to support the needy and extend thier hands in helping the...
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                     Maria Leo Roosvelt 
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                     Great work done by the jan sanjeevni Trust. The humanity is still alive. God bless the child 
Getting Volunteer like ruhi is gift for the organisation.
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                     Anuj and his team are doing exemplary service to the society. They’ve chased me lot in donating for some live cases and patiently endured my anger. My prayers are with Jansanjeevni in this...
																			
														Read More 
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                     sahana 
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                     Jan sanjeevni trust which takes the initiative to help the people in need it gives me the opportunity to make a small difference in their life which makes their lives better to live I am really happy...
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                     kheerthana 
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                     For me it’s giving very peaceful mind and feel like very happy person bcz I get lots of blessings
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                     Debadrita Das 
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                     “Happier people give more and giving makes people happier, such that happiness and giving may operate in a positive feedback loop.”
I’m personally thankful to Jan Sanjeevni Trust...
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                     Saurab Pawar 
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                     jansanjeevni you guys are doing an amazing job toward the needy. i am glad i get opportunity to do anything good for someone. i wish you great journey and will try my best to help people around.
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                     Akshay Rao 
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                     I am really thankful to Jan Sanjeevni who gave me a golden opportunity to save a life & contribute to this noble cause.Keep it up guys. The world is a better place to live in all because of ppl...
																			
														Read More 
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                     Pankaj Kumar 
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                     The NGO is very supporting, and caring for helpless. Let’s come together to success them in their mission
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                     Sivam 
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                     Devoted service & God bless you
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                     Chirag 
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                     I am really thankful that Jansanjeevni gave me an opportunity to support for a life. you guys are doing a tremendous job towards society. Keep it up guys. I am glad that I get an opportunity to join...
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                     Ankit Joshi  
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                     Jan Sanjeevni Trust You guys are doing a good job
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                     Suraj Bhan Sharma 
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                     Jan Sanjeevni Trust fight for causes which makes difference in lives of people especially those who are genuinly in need like kids with health conditions. I have supported few such causes, pls come...
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                     Ashish kumar 
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                     Jan Sanjeevni are doing a great job by providing a helping hand to the people who are in trouble. Really appreciated. Keep up the good work
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                     Jan sanjeevni is an organization which helps not only to patients having critical illness but also support those parents / guardian who can not do treatment.
Thus You / your team definitely help...
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                     Muthu Kumar 
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                     Jansanjeevni is doing very good work for serving the society. I am glad i am a part of this organisation and with the help of this organisation I get opportunities to do something for society.
 

                    
                  

                

              
               
            

          

          
							
				      Our Activity
 

						 
								Family Support
								
								
								
							Jan Sanjeevni Trust encourages family values starting from “Save a Girl child and educate her”. Women empowerment is also a prime focus during the counselling that is done during visits made to the …

						
	 
									Family Support
									
									
									
							Inspired by Our Prime Minister Narendra Damodardas Modi, a group of young professionals has set up Jan Sanjeevni Trust in order to bring an effective positive change in the lives of underprivileged people.

						
	 
									Community Development
									
									
									
							Community development is a process whereby community members come together to take collective action and generate solutions to common problems. It adopts a grassroots or a bottom-up approach to …

						
	 
								From where should I start to help people?
								
								
								
							D-248, balaji complex, Laxmi Nagar, New Delhi-110092

						
	 
									Children Care
									
									
									
							D-248, balaji complex, Laxmi Nagar, New Delhi-110092

						
	 
									Library & Reading Projects
									
									
									
							Inspired by Our Prime Minister Narendra Damodardas Modi, a group of young professionals has set up Jan Sanjeevni Trust in order to bring an effective positive change in the lives of underprivileged people.

						


				

        

      

    
    
      
        
          Latest News & Blog
          Latest charity blog

          We exist for non-profits, social enterprises, community groups, activists,lorem politicians and individual citizens that are making.
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                   DELHI SLUM FEEDING PROGRAM 
                

                 
Feeding Program has enabled children living in the Delhi slum to have healthy and bright future. Through a solid education & two warm meals every day, children on  

                Read More 
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                   What Should Be Taken Care Before Doing Donation In NGO? 
                

                 
What Should Be Taken Care Before Doing Donation In NGO?


It is to be sure of an incredible empathetic motion to give. It is an approach to co 
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                   What Is The Usefulness Of NGO For Child Education? 
                

                 
Nongovernmental associations (NGOs) stretch out training to oppressed youngsters in India and create developments that improve the nature of essential instruction.
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                   How NGOs are adding to the reason for the education of Children 
                

                 
Education helps to build a good life and children can establish their won way of life with proper education. It is a development from haziness to light. Without educat 

                Read More 
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                   Children Care 
                

                 
Inspired by Our Prime Minister Narendra Damodardas Modi, a group of young professionals has set up Jan Sanjeevni Trust in order to bring an effective positive change i 
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                   What Are The Good Impacts Of NGO In Child Education 
                

                 
Instruction is a mainstay of each nation on the planet. Through instruction, educations levels go high are improved. Due to the necessities of the instruction area, mo 
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                   What Are The Benefits Of NGOs For Child Education 
                

                 
Government through its Right to Education Act, 2009 have been advancing in enlisting and holding kids in school, particularly from the minimized segment. As indicated  
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                   Adult Literacy Program 
                

                 
BEST NGO FOR ADULT LITERACY PROGRAM IN DELHI


Illiteracy is a major roadblock to development, often resulting in the disempowerment of vulnerable communities. 

                Read More 
              

            

          
           
        

      

    
    
      
        
          Our Gallery
          Discover the best things we do

          We exist for non-profits, social enterprises, community groups, activists,lorem politicians and individual citizens that are making.
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          Our Video
          Discover the best things we do

          We exist for non-profits, social enterprises, community groups, activists,lorem politicians and individual citizens that are making.
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                                                About Us

                                                
                                                    Nearly 1.73 million children die in India every year due to lack of treatment. 
                                                    We work with communities to ensure that everyone receives adequate nutrition and healthcare services.
                                                

                                                	D-248, balaji complex, Laxmi Nagar, New Delhi-110092
	+91-11-46520462,+91-9069 60 8049
	support@jansanjeevnitrust.org
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